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In terms of SPLUMA, the NSDF has to be adopted by
Cabinet, after which it becomes South Africa's primary
national spatial development policy. Once adopted, it
will provide:
Ÿ

A visual representation of the desired national
spatial development pattern for the country;

Ÿ

A set of national spatial directives for all forms of
infrastructure investment and development
spending in the country; and

Ÿ

A series of national strategic spatial areas for
targeted investment by government and the private
sector.
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Why we need the NSDF?

What is the NSDF?

The National Spatial Development Framework (NSDF)
is a strategic long-term spatial plan towards 2050. The
NSDF is legally mandated by the Spatial Planning and
Land Use Management Act, 2013 (SPLUMA), and has
to be aligned with the 2030-National Development Plan
(NDP).

Negotiating a peaceful settlement in 1994 was a
remarkable achievement. So were the gains made in
the following twenty-ﬁve years in the areas of housing,
basic services, schools and clinics. Through these
investments government improved people's lives,
restored their dignity, and gave the youth hope for the
future. Yet, and taking nothing away from what was
accomplished, there are still many battles to wage and
win, notably the national wars against poverty,
inequality and unemployment.
Having learnt lessons, and what to avoid, government
embarked on the compilation of the ﬁrst NSDF for the
country. This highly consultative process has now
yielded a draft NSDF that will soon be advertised for
public engagement and comment in accordance with
SPLUMA Section 13(4)(b).
Once this has been done, it will be amended as and
where the Minister sees ﬁt, and readied for submission
to Cabinet for adoption, and implementation.

Na onal Development Plan

The launching of the NDP in 2012, signaled a decisive
break with the past. Through it, government
departments collectively took charge of the national
destiny and committed to making a country very
diﬀerent from the one inherited from the colonial and
Apartheid past. It gave a vision of a better future, and
the roadmap to get there by 2030. It also provided in
broad brushstrokes what South Africa would have to
look like in 2030 to realise the long-term national social,
economic and spatial objectives.
Since 1994, a set of laws, policies and programmes
were introduced such as the Reconstruction and
Development Programme and Integrated Urban
Development Framework - that had spatial
transformation as focus. A variety of plans were
prepared, both for provinces and for municipalities, to
guide and drive along spatial transformation. A National
Spatial Development Perspective in 2006, Spatial
Guidelines for Infrastructure Investment and
Development, 2003 with strong principles to direct
national infrastructure investment and development
spending into the right places were also prepared.
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The NDP's Proposed National Schema for National
Spatial Targeting
The NDP recognizes that the spatial challenges faced
by all areas are not the same, and as such, needs a
diﬀerentiated response. It also calls for a spatial vision
and framework to be developed. Spatial transformation
will not materialise by itself. In fact, if government do not
consciously and collectively work towards it, the unjust,
inadequate and unsustainable spatial landscapes of
the past will stay with us.

Theory of Change

Na onal Transforma on Logic

The NSDF is based on a 'National Transformation
Logic' with a distinct spatial dimension. This logic can
be expressed as follows:

Step 1:
The existing 'national development paradigm',
including the Constitution, the NDP and the legal and
policy framework must be used to articulate a
compelling and persuasive 'post-Apartheid spatial
development logic and vision'.
Step 2:
The new logic and vision is used with an analysis of the
current and unfolding 'national spatial development
shapers', to develop a set of 'national spatial
development levers', and craft a desired 'postApartheid national spatial development pattern'.
Step 3:
The post-Apartheid national spatial development
pattern is a guide to indicate what interventions and
priority actions are required.

Moving to the desired new, post-Apartheid 'national
spatial development pattern', requires targeted and
sustainable interventions in accordance with a credible
and robust 'theory of change':
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Step 4:
The post-Apartheid national spatial development
pattern, interventions and priority actions are used to
prepare clear implementation guidance for realising the
desired national spatial transformation.

Na onal Spa al Development Shapers

A wide and diverse range of national spatial
development realities and international, national
and sub-national trends, ﬂows and patterns shape
our landscape and development goals:
Demographic
Shifts,
Vulnerabilities and Diversity

Technology, Innovation, Resilience
Disruptions in the Space Economy

Ruralisation and the Need for Decisive and
Sustainable Rural Development and
Agrarian Reform
Natural Resource Limitations, a Move Away
from Ecosystem Destruction, Pollution and
a National Water Security Crisis
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Dependency
on
Natural
Resource
Extraction and Related Economic Activities

Dividends,

Urbanisation, the Pursuit of a Better Life
and a Desire for Quality Urban Living and
Spaces

Climate Change Implications,
Adaptation and Mitigation

Land Reform

Regional

and

Globalisation,
Supra-National
Regionalisation, Gateway Nodes and
National Connectivity and Integration
Institutional
Weaknesses
and
Fragmentation and Prospects for National
Developmental Action
Key
National
Spatial
Development
Dynamics, Challenges and Opportunities

Derived and drawn from the national development
paradigm;
Ÿ Prepared with full consideration of the implications
of the 'national spatial development shapers'.
Ÿ
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Na onal Spa al Development Logic

Na onal Spa al Development Vision

The vision provides a long-term guiding light. In
accordance with the national transformation logic, this
vision is:

In order to realise the national spatial development
vision, and ensure rapid and decisive movement
towards the desired post-Apartheid national spatial
development pattern, a series of interrelated 'shifts' in
the national spatial development logic are required.
These shifts are as follows:
- Beneﬁciaries of National Spatial Planning and
Spatial Development:

Placing the interests and beneﬁt of 'the many' at center
stage by ensuring access for all to the use of land for
residential, social, economic and cultural purposes,
both in urban and in rural areas.

Na onal Spa al Development Logic

- Natural Resource Base:

- Rural Areas:

Identifying and earmarking broad categories of highpotential agricultural land for food security and agrarian
reform, and environmentally-signiﬁcant areas for the
provision and use of essential ecosystem services.

Identifying and strengthening regional anchors in 'rural
regions', connecting urban to rural regions in mutuallybeneﬁcial ways, act as catalysts for regional-rural
development, create far greater levels of rural-to-rural
social and economic interaction and social cohesion.

- Nature, Function and Performance of
Settlements:

Recognising and developing urban areas as engines
and drivers of radical transformation at scale, and
developing a new kind of city that is a hub and in which
public space can become a key driver of a new
'people's economy'.
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- Nature, Signiﬁcance, Form and Impact of Spatial
Development Planning:

Ensuring greater coordination, integration and
collaboration in spatial development planning in all
spheres and sectors of government, including the use
of spatial targeting, and diﬀerentiated responses to the
potentials and challenges.
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Na onal Spa al Development Levers

These levers have their home in:
Ÿ

The national spatial development shapers;

Ÿ

The new, post-Apartheid national spatial
development paradigm;

Ÿ

What is considered 'good spatial and settlement
planning' in local and international planning policy
frameworks, guidelines and practice; and

Ÿ

The theoretical domains of spatial development
planning, urban design, regional and rural
development planning, institutional economics,
agglomeration economics, and ecological resource
planning and management.
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Supra- Na onal Frame

Na onal Spa al Development Levers

In order to give spatial expression to the national spatial
development vision, and support the shifts that need to
be made in accordance with the new national spatial
development logic, a set of six 'national spatial
development levers' were developed.

In accordance with the national transformation logic, a
desired ideal national spatial development pattern for
South Africa in 2050 was prepared. This ideal national
pattern is located within a Supra-National Frame and
'detailed-out' in ﬁve 'sub-frames'. In addition to these
graphic frames, frame-speciﬁc infrastructure
investment and development spending guidance is
provided.
The priorities related to supra-national cross-border
and regional interrelations can be summarised as
follows:
Ÿ

Facilitation of trade and movement within the SADC
trade block;

Ÿ

Strengthening and expansion of South Africa's role
in facilitating inter-regional trade;

Ÿ

Protection of strategic regional ecosystems and biodiversity;

Ÿ

Eﬀective and eﬃcient management of cross-border
movement, service delivery and inter-regional
migration.
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NSDF: The Ideal Post-Apartheid Spa al Development Pa ern

Na onal Urban Network

Key aspects addressed:
Ÿ National Coastal Corridor
Ÿ National Transformation Corridor
Ÿ National Innovation Belt
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Ÿ

National and Inter-Regional Connecting and
Development Corridor

Na onal Resource Produc on Regions

Key aspects addressed:
Ÿ The development of productive, functional rural
regions
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Ensuring diversiﬁed regional rural development
Ensuring sustainable resource use
Ÿ National-scale climate change adaptation
Ÿ

Ÿ

Na onal Ecological Infrastructure and Natural Resource Base
Key aspects addressed:
Ÿ Protecting the national ecological infrastructure and natural resource base by limiting urban growth and land use that
threatens strategic surface and groundwater production areas, eﬀective water demand management, and wellmaintained national water resource infrastructure systems
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Na onal Connec vity and movement infrastructure
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Key aspects addressed:
Ÿ Ensuring the timeous planning, evaluation and design of appropriate geo-speciﬁc national economic infrastructure
Ÿ Investment in movement and connection infrastructure networks
Ÿ Ensuring the maintenance of national electricity grid infrastructure, and the transition to a new and greener national
energy mix

Na onal Spa al Ac on Areas

Together, the ideal national spatial development
pattern, the ﬁve sub-frames, and the frame-speciﬁc
guidance, provide:
Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

A high-level, yet detailed enough national spatial
schema to inform, direct, prioritise and guide all
future infrastructure investment and development
spending decisions by government and the private
sector;
Strategic spatial development and investment
guidance to spatially direct plans, budgets and
actions of public and private sector actors, to
capitalise on key national spatial assets, locational
potentials and agglomeration opportunities, and
over time, bring about decisive, rapid, sustainable
and inclusive national development and
transformation at scale;
A carefully-chosen series of nationally-signiﬁcant
places, connectors and areas in and around which
to align, integrate and coordinate investment by
area/place-based provincial, regional and municipal
spatial development frameworks, and sectorspeciﬁc and macro-infrastructure national and
SADC-focused investment plans;
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Ÿ

An outline of the key role-players

Ÿ

A spatially-explicit assessment and accounting tool
for monitoring and evaluating all spending and
investment decisions by government and the private
sector in space and time.

In order to bring about radical spatial transformation at
scale, and manage and mitigate national risks (current
and emerging), a set of ﬁve National Spatial Action
Areas (NSAAs) are proposed. These NSAAs require:
Ÿ

Urgent, focused and integrated national spatial
infrastructure investment and spending; and

Ÿ

Concerted and sustained intergovernmental
collaboration, including the alignment of plans,
budgets and departmental plans in and between the
spheres of government.
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Na onal Spa al Ac on Areas

Na onal Spa al Ac on Areas

National
Strategic
Action Areas

National
Transformati
on Corridors

Central
Innovation
Belt
National
Resource
Risk Areas
National
Urban
Regions
AridInnovation
Region
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NSDF Sub-Frames
National Urban
Network

Consolidating transformed
national urban nodes
Developing
and
supporting the critical role
of regional development
anchors.
Economic diversiﬁcation
towards the secondary
and tertiary sector
Transformed
wellfunctioning settlements
Manage sustainable use
of resources to sustain
national urban networks.
Strengthen as national
centres of economic and
human
resource
development
and
innovation.
Strengthening
regional
anchors, catalytic and
interface points

National Resource
Production Regions

Strengthen small scale
agriculture
Support eco-production
and entrepreneurs.
Food
production for
national food security.
Support
mineral
beneﬁciation
and
alternative
energy
production
Managing
competing
land uses, e.g. mining,
agriculture and ecotourism
Managing national and
cross-border
interdependencies.

Supporting
productive
land
Alternative
generation

pocket of
agricultural
energy

National
Connecting and
Movement
Infrastructure
Creating
new
connections, e.g. the N2extension,
and
strengthening
existing
connections
Strength
existing
connections to, and links
with the core areas of
the
Gauteng
Urban
Region
Strengthen infrastructure
networks to facilitate
regional, national and
cross-border ﬂows
Refurbish and develop
infrastructure
Regional, national and
cross-border linkages

Supporting connections
between urban cores
and regional anchors

National Ecological
Infrastructure and
Natural Resource
Base
Development and land
use management for the
protection
of
critical
water resources.
Optimum
use
of
productive land
Manage
impact
on
critical natural water
resources, e.g Vaal river
system
Prioritising
management.

resource

Manage national and
regional
cross-border
interdependencies
Managing impact on
strategic water resource
areas
Optimisation of ﬁsheries
for regional and national
food security.

Na onal Spa al Ac on Areas – Example

The following is one example of the information contained in the National Spatial Development Framework where
each of the Action areas are unpacked spatially. Please refer to the full document for information.
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Na onal Spa al Ac on Areas – Example

Implementa on Framework

Implementation, like planning, is not a once-oﬀ step; it is
a continuous process of mobilising resources and
action, guided by the objectives and desired outcomes
of the NDP. Improvements and reﬁnements are made
through monitoring and review, to improve approaches
and understandings, and overcome obstacles on a
continuous basis.
Five objectives frame the implementation-approach:
Championed: National spatial planning is
championed, researched and continually reﬁned
developed, national spatial planning capability and
support systems are built across society, to ensure the
desired spatial development patterns and outcomes.
Communicated: The NSDF is broadly shared to
ensure awareness and buy-in across society.
Institutionalised in center of government systems:
National spatial planning supports and responds to the
developmental agenda of the state, as articulated in the
NDP, and is articulated through key national planning,
budgeting, implementation, monitoring and evaluation
systems.
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Embedded: The NSDF is well-understood and actors
can respond to it, and utilize it to guide and coordinate
investment to transform space through Spatial
Development Frameworks/Integrated Development
Plans, Provincial Growth and Development Strategy,
and sector plans.
Actioned: Strategic spatial initiatives and priorities
within the NSDF are acted upon and implemented in a
systemic way, and by appropriate champions and roleplayers who have a direct mandate related to each
priority.

Conclusion

South Africa needs to make a decisive break from its
inherited unjust and unsustainable national spatial
development pattern, and unshackle itself from the
detrimental impact it continues to have on the ability of
government to meet its national development
objectives.
The NSDF puts forward a theory of change that seeks to
do just that by proposing radical and decisive
intervention in the national:
Ÿ

Spatial development logic and pattern;

Ÿ

Natural resource use and maintenance proﬁle; and

Ÿ

Pattern of ownership of and access to land and other
resources.

While the NSDF requires radical changes in how
Government plans, budgets and invests and spend that
will not be easy to achieve, the rewards of doing so far
outweigh the sacriﬁces – a peaceful, prosperous and
truly transformed South Africa by 2050!
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